NOTICE OF A MEETING
SUSTAINABILITY DASHBOARD WORKING GROUP
MID-OHIO REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
111 LIBERTY STREET, SUITE 100, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215
BUCKEYE CONFERENCE ROOM

February 11, 2020, 9:30 am – 11:00 am

AGENDA

1. Welcome & Introductions
   Rick Stein, Co-Chair

2. Regional Sustainability Dashboard Updates
   Adam Porr, CURA
   Timeline
   Beta testing survey results

3. Planning for Launch
   Brandi Whetstone, MORPC

4. Next Steps
   Rick Stein, Co-Chair

5. Adjourn

Please notify Lynn Kaufman at 614-233-4189 or LKaufman@morpc.org to confirm your attendance for this meeting or if you require special assistance.

The next Sustainability Dashboard Working Group Meeting will be
March 10, 2020, 9:30 am – 11:00 am
111 Liberty Street, Suite 100, Columbus, Ohio 43215

PARKING AND TRANSIT: When parking in MORPC’s parking lot, please park in a “MORPC Visitor” space or in a space marked with a yellow “M”. Handicapped parking is available at the side of MORPC’s building. Indoor bike parking is available for MORPC guests. MORPC is accessible by CBUS. The nearest bus stop is S. Front Street & W. Blenkner St. Buses that accommodate this stop are the Number 61 - Grove City, the Number 5 - West 5th Ave. /Refugee, and the Number 8 - Karl/S. High/Parsons.
MORPC Regional Sustainability Dashboard

2020Q1 beta testing results summary
Tutorial

• Generally useful
• Sufficient for now (may need more as features are added)
• Consider option for voice over
Map

- Need to provide a means to identify counties
- Need a means to make more accurate comparisons between counties
- Map should have a legend
- Not intuitive?
- Map not formatted correctly after resize
- Consider making map larger
- Consider adding pop-ups to map features
- Allow user to layer indicators
- Consider allowing user to change indicator shown on map directly
Cards

• Axis labels are difficult to read
• Cards not formatted correctly after add/move
• Colors difficult to see/distinguish
• Card rearrangement not preserved
• Card rearrangement is non-intuitive and clunky
• Consider adding autoarrange feature
• Map features not displayed after clicking on some data points
• Narrative text is difficult to read
Miscellaneous

- Site doesn't work correctly in Internet Explorer
- Possibly doesn't satisfy use case 5 (Elevate sustainability as an issue in the region among a broader audience)
- Linkage between card and map needs to be made more obvious/explicit
- Reveal sources of data
- Allow user to download data
- Ability to reset is valuable
- Possibly too much information on a single page
- Allow display of data on a full-featured map
- Show more frequently updated data
- Generally not ready to share with colleagues
  - Not ready
  - Subject matter expertise is required
  - Not relevant/useful in daily work